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• GPT – has it something to offer for organizations?

• AI Battle! – 3 rounds

‒ Keyword extraction

‒ Text summaries & styling

‒ LLM integrates to your applications
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• GPT is an advanced software product, suitable for text processing 

and generation

• Capable to produce new text content based on training material and 

"backstory“

‒ Continue the story.., Make a summary of topic “ABC”

‒ summaries, text classification, target styles

• Model training model requires tons of data and computing resources

‒ fine-tuning models with own data is quick and cost-effective

• Value for organizational users? 

‒ Chatbots and Customer service assistant can be trained on customer content

‒ Fine-tuning with your own data is quick and cheap (model pricing varies)

‒ Fine-tuned model can be integrated into application like any other external API 

(new measurable value to existing apps)

‒ More relevant document search (text structure and relevance)

Generative 

Pre-Trained 

Transformer (GPT)

“design a magazine illustration of a busy GPT model as a 

robot that writes long text responses to user sent 

envelopes” 

Image generated from text input 

(freeimagegenerator.com)





A distinctive feature of GPT models is to produce 
new text, which is based on the given input.

Let’s test the language model’s ability to identify 
keywords from a single public service description.

data source: Finnish Service Catalogue for public services (FSC)

• TurkuNLP Open GPT3: 
Model is fine-tuned with service descriptions & keyword examples – 
by Markus Holopainen

• OpenAI Ada 
Model is fine-tuned with service description & keyword examples – 
by Teemu Okkonen

Round 1

Extract keywords

from text



• TurkuNLP (GPT3) generated keywords:

play area, playground, sports facility, play area, park, playground, outdoor park, green area

• OpenAI ADA generated keywords

play activity, playground activity

• Actual manually given keywords (test set for reference): 

play activities, playground activities, playgrounds, exercise and sports

Keywords, the hidden gold inside text

Service ’Playgrounds' in Finnish Service Catalogue has description: 

“The purpose of the city’s playgrounds is to provide safe, diverse and stimulating play environments. The safety of the 

playgrounds is monitored regularly according to the playground safety standard EN 11767. This includes an annual inspection, a 

functional inspection and routine inspections. Regular maintenance activities include maintaining cleanliness, changing sandbox 

sand, adding and fluffing safety sand, and removing swing seats for the winter. The playground inspectors and maintainers have 

completed the playground inspector qualification. The playgrounds are intended for children and their guardians, but the visitors 

cannot be limited. There are 49 playgrounds in Hyvinkää. The distance from the front door to the residential area playground 

should be about 500 m for children and about 200 m to the block playground. The playgrounds and location map can be found 

on the Hyvinkää city website.”

ai_battle - Round 1: Extract keywords from text



GPT models can summarize and 
simplify long texts.

Models can be trained with examples to 
transform text into the desired style. 

Our instructions for the language model: 

“Simplify the service description so that even a 
primary school student can understand it”

• TurkuNLP GPT3: 
Fine tuned with descriptions and example summaries - Markus Holopainen

• OpenAI text-davince-003: 
Fine tuned with descriptions and example summaries - Teemu Okkonen

Round 2

Summaries and 

style transformations



Simplified summary for primary school students:

TurkuNLP “GPT3”:

“A building permit is required for new construction, expansion of a building or an increase in floor area 

counted in it as well as repair and alteration work if it may have an impact on safety or health conditions of 

building users. A building permit is not required for repairing a building or minor expansion of a residential 

building.” (59 words, relevance:OK, quality:OK, savings: -71%)

OPENAI text-davince:

“If you want to build a new house, you must first notify the city. The city may request a measurement to verify 

that the house has been built correctly. If you need help, you can buy a measurement service from the city. 

When the house is ready, you must notify the city and get confirmation that the house has been built correctly”
(62 words, clarity:great, relevance:good, savings: -69%)

Service: “Building Permission”, description: “The building supervisory authority usually requires marking the location and height of a building in connection 

with new construction. The need for the required measurement is indicated in the documents of the granted building permit. The exact location and height of 

the building are marked on the terrain before construction begins. The customer orders the marking work from the city’s technical department after the 

building permit application has been approved. Before the precise marking of the building site required by the authorities and after the height level has been 

brought to the plot, the builder can make an approximate measurement for digging the foundation and constructing so-called wire bucks. If necessary, the 

Technical Department of the City also performs an approximate measurement for which a separate fee based on working hours is charged. After the 

foundation or base of the building has been completed, the customer orders a location inspection from the Technical Department of the City if required by the 

building permit. The location inspection ensures that the location and height level of the building are in accordance with approved drawings. A certificate is 

written for the inspection and a fee according to tariff is charged.” (197 words)

ai_battle - Round 2: Summaries and style transformations



API:

Public 

Services 

in Finland

Round 3

Assistant: 

Search relevant local public 

services from external API

”Be polite and speak in finnish”

Generate a summary and show 

links to relevant services

User:

”I am looking for an 

apartment in Helsinki (FIN)”

Initiate a chat session : 

“Discuss politely in finnish language”

recognize 

location

List of regional public 

services

Summary of relevant, regional, 

services based on user request

OpenAI 

GPT-3.5-

Turbo

OpenAI 

ADA

(fine-

tuned)

OpenAI 

GPT-3.5-

Turbo



AuroraAI 

fasttext-

kielimalli

Käyttäjä:

”Onkohan Sotkamossa uurnalehtoa”

Taustatarina: “Keskustele ystävällisesti suomen

kielellä, odota ihmisen lisävalintoja”

Paikkakunnan 

tunnistus 

syötteestä

AuroraAI-tekstihaku 

tunnistetulla aluerajauksella

”Sotkamo”

Palvelujen lista

Tiivistelmä alueen 

sopivimmista palveluista 

OpenAI 

GPT-3.5-

Turbo

OpenAI 

ADA

OpenAI 

GPT-3.5-

Turbo



Assistants & chatbots 

with 

organization defined content



Finland Digital and Population Data Agency: Text analytics and Chatbots

2022 2023 2024

www.suomi.fi 

Content assistant 

(CHATBOT)

www.suomi.fi 

Content assistant 

(CHATBOT)

www.DVV.fi- 

content assistant 

(CHATBOT)

www.DVV.fi- 

content assistant 

(CHATBOT)

3X10D Service 

recommendation 

API

3X10D Service 

recommendation 

API

2021

Freetext search for 

public service 

information

Freetext search for 

public service 

information

AI-Battle

Commercial cloud-LLM vs 

in-house-driven Open 

Source LLM

AI-Battle

Commercial cloud-LLM vs 

in-house-driven Open 

Source LLM

TurkuNLP Sentence Bert

vs. Facebook Fasttext

POC for text search

TurkuNLP Sentence Bert

vs. Facebook Fasttext

POC for text search

Re-ranking 

search results by earlier 

recommendations

Re-ranking 

search results by earlier 

recommendations

LLM

Langchain + LLM

Open Source vs. Commercial LLM

ML, XGBOOSTLM, FASTTEXTSTAT, Cos-similarity

National Cyber Crime 

Center

Topic modelling on 

websites by content 

National Cyber Crime 

Center

Topic modelling on 

websites by content 

Python NLP, clustering, visuals

Langchain + LLM

DVV Process 

Guide assistant 

(Search by NLP)

DVV Process 

Guide assistant 

(Search by NLP)

Langchain + LLM

Open Source vs. Commercial LLM

file:///C:/Users/03192288/Documents/aai/GEN_AI_DEMOS/DVV_fi-LLM-demo-2023-06-07-12-05-14.mkv
https://wiki.dvv.fi/display/AAI/20230511+GPT+battle
https://vrk-bitbucket-01.eden.csc.fi/projects/AAI/repos/aurora-ai-data-science/browse/aai-578-sbert-fasttext
file:///C:/Users/03192288/Documents/aai/GEN_AI_DEMOS/DVV_fi-LLM-demo-2023-06-07-12-05-14.mkv


Tiedonhallintalautakunnan kokoama digiturvallisuuden 

dokumenttikokoelma chat-palveluna. 

Rakennettiin avustaja jolta voi kysyä tietoturvasta –vastaukset 

syntyvät julkisten digiturvaohjeiden pohjalta.

Käyttäjäryhmänä suomenkieliset kansalaiset



External Open.AI 

ADA-endpoint

Source material: A collection of digital security documents compiled by the 
Finland Information Management Board

PDF x 102

HTML x 13

PPTX x 2

XLSX x 1

More documents can be added later

Download

Linked

PDF files Read PDF-

files

split text to 

word groups

Vectorize text

with Open.AI ADA
Put vectors to FAISS-

store* to be searched

Vector

storage

(FAISS)

Identify topics (external GPT3.5-turbo) 

Note previous conversation history
Find content that matches with 

the user given topics

User question +

relevant documents

for GPT3

? +

External Open.AI 

Chat Completion - endpoint

LangChain-application

LangChain (dev framework for LLM applications)

Example  question & response: ”chat with documents” ”Question about

information 

security”

*FAISS: in memory vector format 

for fast text comparison

Discussion

history

?

Chat responses are based 

only on desired content (PDF)

(less hallucinations)



Videokaappaus digiturvachatin koekäyttöliittymästä

Digiturva Chat (dvv.fi)

https://wiki.dvv.fi/download/attachments/235524722/digiturva-chat.mov?version=1&modificationDate=1686646977636&api=v2
https://wiki.dvv.fi/download/attachments/235524722/digiturva-chat.mov?version=1&modificationDate=1686646977636&api=v2
https://dev.suomiai.cloud.dvv.fi/digiturva-chat


Suomi.fi website asisstant

Assistant application and user group:
An assistant application where you can ask what the suomi.fi website knows 
about specific question, 
The user group of the trial is DVV's customer service experts

Material:
Content of the suomi.fi website (all services, instructions and guides in text 
format), (Languages: FI EN, SE)

Data collection: Machine reading with a “crawler robot". 
Content can be renewed at desired intervals to ensure content is up-to-date

Data processing:
Html pages are automatically collected from the site using the Beautifulsoup
and Selenium libraries. The collected text documents have been converted 
into raw text documents with NLP libraries and vectorized into numerical 
format using Huggingface's open model. These have been exported to the 
language model using langchain's FAISS indexing, based on which the most 
suitable pages for the user's search query can be found using similarity 
comparison.

To use the application:
Content search works as a semantic search, i.e. the entered question is 
treated as a complete sentence. The sentence is matched with the content of 
the suomi.fi website. So the search doesn't work like a single word or 
*wildcard search. 

The application can be used, for example, in a customer service situation or in 
any application where information about the content of websites is desired.



Reference: www.suomi.fi web pages (~200 000)

HTML 

More documents to be added later

Crawl & 

Download

Pages

(FI,SE,EN)

Read html 

documents

Pick up just

body
Vectorize text with

OpenAI ADA model

Create text vectors to be 

stored in FAISS*

Vector

Storage

(FAISS)

LangChain-sovellus

LangChain (Language model app development tool)

Example question and answer:

*FAISS: format suitable for 

comparing text content

Suomi.fi website content assistant

Open.AI Chat Completion-

mallin rajapinta

LangChain-sovellus

?

Käyttäjä

Identify topics (external GPT3.5-turbo) 

Note previous conversation history
Find content that matches with 

the user given topics

Käyttäjän kysymys + 

relevantit dokumentit 

GPT3-mallille

? + Chat responses 

based on suomi.fi 

content 

(less hallucinations)

”Question about

public services”

Discussion

history

?



Suomi.fi-chat

https://dev.suomiai.cloud.dvv.fi/suomifi-chat


Bots and assistants



Botit ja avustajakokeilut

VTJ-otteet ja 

sukuselvitykset

Boost.AI

2022 2023 2024

Ohjepankki QA-

avustaja

DVV.fi 

hakuavustaja

ASPA-avustaja

HOLLE Laskujen 

kirjausrobotti

Kansalais-

neuvonnan 

chatbot (2019)

20212020

Mitkä palvelut?

Mitkä sisällöt?

Mitkä kielet?

Vaatimusmäärittely

LLM

LLM

RPA

CHATBOTCHATBOT

HOLLE 

Asiakasbotti?

Langchain + LLM

Suomi.fi 

hakuavustaja

LLM

file:///C:/Users/03192288/Documents/aai/GEN_AI_DEMOS/DVV_fi-LLM-demo-2023-06-07-12-05-14.mkv
file:///C:/Users/03192288/Documents/aai/GEN_AI_DEMOS/DVV_fi-LLM-demo-2023-06-07-12-05-14.mkv
file:///C:/Users/03192288/Documents/aai/GEN_AI_DEMOS/DVV_fi-LLM-demo-2023-06-07-12-05-14.mkv
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